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Eukaryotic Cells

 Plants, animals, fungi and protists
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Eukaryotic Cells
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Eukaryotic Cell Structure

Plasma Membrane

 Selectively permeable

 Allows some things in (or out)….but 

not others

 Keeps outside out… and inside in

Maintains homeostasis
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Plasma Membrane
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Eukaryotic Cell Structure

Cytoplasm

Water and 

dissolved 

molecules

 Site of many 

chemical 

reactions
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Plasma Membrane and Cytoplasm
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Eukaryotic Cell Structure

Organelles- (tiny organs) 

 Structures within the cell with specific 

functions
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Organelles

 Nucleus- the control center of 

the cell

 3 parts:

Nuclear Membrane-

separates nucleus from 

cytoplasm

DNA- chromosomes,genetic 

information

Nucleolus- makes ribosomes
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Nucleus
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Organelles

 Endoplasmic Reticulum- ER

 Tunnels for production and 

transport of molecules

 2 types:

 Rough ER- has bumps 

(ribosomes) makes and transports 

protein

 Smooth ER- no bumps makes and 

transports lipids
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Endoplasmic Reticulum
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Organelles

 Ribosomes

Site of protein synthesis

Can be attached to rough 

endoplasmic reticulum or

Free floating in the cytoplasm
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Ribosomes
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Organelles

 Golgi Apparatus (aka Golgi body,   

Golgi complex)

Flattened sacs

Repackages molecules from 
the ER for storage or export 
from the cell
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Golgi Body
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Organelles

 Vacuoles

 Fluid filled sacs for storage

 Smaller in animals-aka vesicles

bud off Golgi body and ER

Form as substances enter

 Large in plants

Central vacuole

 Contractile vacuole in freshwater protists

 removes excess water
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Animal Vacuoles
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Plant: Central Vacuole
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Protist: Contractile Vacuole
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Organelles

 Lysosomes

 Vesicles filled with 
digestive enzymes

 Break down lipids, 
carbohydrates, 
proteins and other 
molecules

Food sources

Old cell parts
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Lysosomes
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Flow of Membrane Within the Cell
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Organelles

 Mitochondria

 Oval shaped with inner folds-called 

cristae

 Breaks down glucose for energy-in a 

process called cellular respiration

Oxygen in 

Carbon dioxide out
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Mitochondria
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Organelles

 Chloroplast

 Only in plants and                           
some protists

 Green- chlorophyll pigment

 Oval shaped with stacks of “pennies”

 Converts sunlight energy to glucose-
in a process called photosynthesis

Carbon dioxide in

Oxygen out
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Chloroplast
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Organelles

 Centrioles

 Only in animals

 Barrel shaped 

 Found in pairs at right angles to each 

other

 Function in organization of:

 spindle fibers during cell division

 flagella and cilia 
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Centrioles
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Organelles

 Cytoskeleton

 Protein rods 

 Function: “muscle and 

bones”

Give cell shape

Allow cell to move

Allow organelles to move
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Cytoskeleton
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Surface Structures

 Cell Wall
 Not found in animals

 Additional layer to the outside                       
of the plasma membrane 

 Protection and support

Plants- made of Cellulose

 Fungi- made of Chitin

Protist- made of Cellulose or inorganic 
molecules-- silica or calcium carbonate
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Plant: Cell Wall
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Fungi: Cell Wall
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Protist:  Cell Wall
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Surface Structures

 Cilia

Short

Hairlike appendages for 
movement

Rhythmic sweeping motion

Usually numerous
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Cilia
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Surface Structures

 Flagella

 Long

Hairlike appendages for 

movement

Whiplike motion

Usually few
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Flagella


